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Raising hybrid striped bass provides a potential source of 
income and employment for the Commonwealth of Virginia. This 
is especially appropriate given Virginia 1 s diminishing natural 
resources and agricultural production, and increasing levels 
of pollution. Aquaculture offers one approach to diversifying 
and developing Virginia's rural economy. 
The Commonwealth 1 s decision to emphasize hybrid striped 
bass appears to be based upon the widely held assumption that 
the demand for wild striped bass that existed prior to reduced 
stocks t>~ill continue into the future and can be satisfied by 
farm-raised hybrid <~triped bas~:~. Moreover, hybrid striped 
bass exhibit. a high growth and survival rate over a ~Tide range 
of environments. Thus, they are b®li®ved to be particularly 
well suited to Virginia's climat®. 
'l'he follo~J.ing <~tudy was coml.ucted to explore and as!'less 
the extent to ~lhich a m<u:·k~d: for l1ybrid r~t:dped hasB could be 
developed and to recom!uetKl approp1:late marketlnq strateCJles. 
'rhe t:~tudy W<Ul primcu·ily cHrBcted towa:t·d~J t:he twe of' 
aquaculture to gr·m; hybrid strlp1~d bamJ. It was ccmcerned, 
ho~Jever, with dete:t·minincJ the~ miU"!(et; acceptability elf aqua~ 
cul tm:ed r,;eafoc:Jd prochwtr$. 'l'h@ s>tudy waf'! primarily TiliU']{et.inq 
orhmted but: al<w addrelll:~ed )?:t'(Jblem~ on th~] economics of 
l 
production and capital financing encountered for start-up 
operations. Information was obtained from two sources: 
wholesalers in Virginia, Maryland, Washington, D.c., 
New York, and Pennsylvania 
white linen tablecloth restaurants in New York, 
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia, Massachusetts, 
Maryland, Connecticut, Washington, D.C., Rhode 
Island, and Delaware. 
Research was performed by the Virginia Institute of l1arine 
Science and the Bureau of Business Research at the College of 
vlilliam and l.fary in Williamsburg, Virginia, using a 
combination of surveys and personal interviews. 
The final report is organized into the following seven 
major sections: 
Background Review 
Methodology 
Economics of 
J;>x:gduction 
Provide a brief review of hybrid 
striped bass and the concept of 
aquaculture. 
Describe methodologies used to 
conduct the research and analyze 
the findings, 
Present and discuss survey results. 
Provide preliminary research on the 
economics of production for hybrid 
striped bass aquaculture facilities. 
~ID:t~ill __ l'_:llllUlQJ!lg: ProvidOJ preliminary rel'o!ults em 
AnUYJltiLJlll!l 
Conl:Ll_!ll> ion!:! 
capital financing for a hybrid 
striped bal'o!l'o! aquaculture facility. 
Cornbine survey r<i!i'o!Ul ts with 
interview findings. Compar<J against: 
previous t"<i!Search f indinrJI'J, when 
c\ppl icable. 
Conclude with recomnwmlationB em 
lnark@t potential and fet::Hlihilit:y of 
:t·aising hybrid Btrlped !JaElS. 
The concept of fish culture (aquaculture) is one that has 
been practiced for thousands of years. It is based upon the 
assumption that proper management and artificial control of 
some or all portions of a fish's environment can provide 
greater yield than is possible in unmanaged natural systems. 1 
Seven-hundred million tons of aquacultured seafood are 
currently being supplied yearly by the aquaculture industry, 
and some experts believe that fish farmers will supply nearly 
25% of the world supply by the year 2000. 2 During 1980 to 
1988, U.s. aquaculture production increased approximately 
290%. 
Renewed interest in aquaculture as an economically sound 
business venture has recently been brought about by the 
continued decline of capture fishery production, continued 
increase in ~;eafood consumption, and growing concern over 
contaminated finfi~>h environments. In addition, it is seen 
1Th!!! Aquacml tur®! of striped Bas~>: A Proeeedings, 
"OV<ii!:t'view of Legal Com3traint~> on Aquaculture", 
~Jypy~>zinski, Alex w., Univi!!ndty of Ma:~;~yland, 
Cooperative Extension Servic€1, 1984. 
2NCRI News, "Hybrid Striped Bas!;! •.. A Natiomil ~··i.n>t", 
Page 1, Volume 4, No. ;>,, .Tlme 1989. 
3 
into th~ next century, particularly in th~ case of the striped 
bass that once thrived along the East~rn seaboard. 
In 1973, th~ commercial catch of striped bass (also called 
rockfish or stripers) was 15 million pounds. By 1988 it had 
dropped to less than one million pounds--a decline attributed 
to over fishing, pollution, and fishing regulations. 3 To 
protect the species, many East Coast states (including 
Virginia) initiated legislation and moratoriums restricting 
wild harvests and sport fishing. 
To fill the gap caused by the loss of this popular foodfish 
(primarily in restaurants throughout the Mid-Atlantic coastal 
states) and to capitalize on the success of farm-raised 
catfish in Mississippi, the hybrid striped bass has been 
advocated as a prime candidate for commercial fish farming. 
The more common hybrid striped bass is a eros!! between 
striped bass and white ba!ls. It is a hardy fi!!h with high 
growth and survival rates and can be raised in a variety of 
water!! (f:t·esh, m;u·ine or brackish) over a wide range of 
temperatures. Its increased body depth results in less waste 
and more ecHbl~ flesh per fish, and it ill readily identifia!Jh1 
3NCRI Ne~Js, "Hybrid Striped Bass .•• A National First", 
Page 1, VolU!lH!l 4, No. 2, June 1989. 
'cal~Neva l'l'ill'U.if® '1'ransactiom1, "Commercial and 
Recreational Potential of the Striped B<UZ!l X l'lh:ib1 
Bass Hyb:cicl", !1ass:ingill, Micha~1l ,J., l!ovam~c, •rimothy 
J\o, van Olst, Jon c., c~~,rlbe:cq, J11,mes M., 1983. 
mariculture in a variety of systems including closed-system 
tank culture, net pen culture, raceway culture, and open pond 
culture. 5 
To date, the major growers of aquacultured hybrid striped 
bass are in Florida and California, with strong interest 
growing in Virginia, Maryland, and North Carolina. 
5Hybrid striped Bass Farming: A Review of Hes(~iU'Ch and 
Development Oppo:ct:uni ties, Research Serhls No.2, 
Helfric:h, J:,ouis A. 1 Libey 1 G~3t));"g'S S. 1 Nave~:<, Richtu'd 
J,, Department of Fiahariun & Wildlife Sciancaa, 
Virgini<1 'l'ach University, Sapt!i!mber 1988. 
5 
In the past, wild striped bass held a strong niche in the 
!Hd~Atlantic restaurant market until diminil'lhed stocks and 
increased regulations reduced the catch. The current emphasis 
on hybrid striped bass has been driven by the assumption that 
the hybrid provides a strong substitute for wild striped bass. 
It has also been thought that until a significant wild fishery 
reappears or until market conditions force wholesalers to 
purchase directly from growers, farmers will have to marlcet 
directly to restaurants, rather than sharing profits with 
"middlemen". Therefore, two distinct mar){et segments~~ 
restaurants and wholesalers~~~1ere targeted across the l1id~ 
Atlantic region. ~!ajor emphasis, however, was given to 
restaurants. 
The rest<mrant survey (Appendix I) was dellligned to obtain 
specific infm:T!lation about the r(!lstaurant market with re~Jpect: 
to clas!:!LHcaticm, finfish offering!:!, aquaculturl!! familiarit.y 
and eurrent offerin~1s, hybrid striped bass familiarity and 
present and futtl!:ll'l use, product form, siz®, and primL 'rl!e 
wholes<~lE>r sm:vey (AppemcHx :n:) w<w defd.qnecl to q&thel:' data 
t:(J det:<~rmine t:h•~ pcJttmtial f iHh gn>vlln·s • ~Jholeg;&l<~ ma:t"k<~t and 
the oeXiGtinCJ and future d<]illimd fm.' hybrid c;tx'ipml bass 
In adcli tim1, the survey 
6 
included questions on potential pricing and proouct form~~thus 
pe:t~itting a comparilllon of pricing difference!! between what 
wholesaler!! are prepared to pay versus what restaurants are 
prepared to pay. 
Preliminary research indicated that the most viable initial 
market for hybrid striped bass wall! the white linen tablecloth 
restaurant. To restrict the sample response error to those 
restaurants perceived as white linen tablecloth, restaurants 
were selected on the basis of accepting Diners Club. 6 'l'he 
names and addresses of thirteen thousand four hundred sixty 
(13,460) restaurants affiliated with Diners Club were obtained 
for a ten-state area (New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
Virginia, Massachusetts, Maryland, Connecticut, Washington, 
D.C., Rhode Island, and Delaware), Similarly, the names and 
addresses for eight hundred ninety-four (894) wholesalers vlere 
obtained over a five-state area (Virginia, Maryland, 
Washington, D.C., New York, and Pennsylvania). Th®se names 
and addres!:H:!s were purchased from the Fred Woolf r,ist Company 
of White Plainlil, New Yorl<. 
Despite vll:"i tten and telephone 
!?ollowuplil, thlil irdtial r~urvey had an extremely .lovl n~tun1 
rat:e. 
6Diner • '" Clu!::J was ehor,.;m becauiS!e ree~tauremt: data by 
othen: et:edii: ea:nl eompaniee~ we:t'~~ not ava.ilable thnmqh 
1 h't brolw~:c;. 
'I 
in~trument, per~onal interview~ of ~ix re~taurants and 
inllltitutions were conduct®d in thlil Williamsburg area (Appendix 
III), 
Final surveys were mailed to 13,420 restaurants and 864 
wholesalers the last week of July, and a cut-off date of mid-
October was imposed. Nine hundred seventy-nine (979) 
restaurants and 65 wholesalers responded. Response rates were 
lower than desired, but the results coincided with those of 
previous research conducted by other institutions and 
individuals [Wirth, 1989; Lipton and Swartz, 1988; Helfrich, 
Libey, and Neves, 1988] • Results from this study were 
compared against results of other studies to draw additional 
conclusion~ or show significant differences, It is important 
to realize that the low wholesaler response rate (although a 
problem common to other similar studies) limits maldng broad 
inferences about wholesalers. 
Surv<~y results wer® obtained using The survey System, a 
marketing research analysis package developed by Creative 
Research sy~tems ( 1983, 1988) , Additional program~ were 
developli!d in dBa~e3 Plus, Ver~ion 1.1 (1985, 1986) to recm:d 
specific GOl!lJJl~:mt!l! and c1ther information that could not 
otherwh~e })I!! proc<i!c;sed, 
Information em the economim1 of prodw:::ticm wa!! dev~>loped 
eapital finaneing was co!Kluct:ed by p~u~l£lonal telephone inter<· 
views ~4ith var·ious :finaneial and governmental in!iilt:itutions. 
This questionnaire was designed to obtain exploratory 
information on the proposed aquaculture of hybrid striped bass 
in Virginia. The questions were broad in scope to gather a 
variety of data regarding market availability, type, location, 
competition, and product requirements. 
In order to provide a comprehensive overview of these 
findings, restaurant responses were divided into four 
segments: 
1. Oye:ryiew. Provide an overview of overall response 
rate and geographic breakdown of the respondents. 
2. Classific~tion. Discuss the characteristics of those 
restaurants responding to the questionnaire. 
3. Aquaculture. Discuss the familiarity of restaurants 
surveyed with aquacultured seafood, experience in 
offering aquacultured seafood entrees, and willing-
willingness to offer aquacultured seafood entrees in 
th!i! future. 
4. Hybrid Striped Bass. Discuss the familiarity of 
restaurants sur~eyed with hybrid striped bass, 
willingnesll! to offer it in the future, and the 
requirements conting®nt upon future hybrid striped 
basil! offi!!rings. 
A total of 979 restaurants from the ten-state region 
responded to the sur~ey (Table 1]. These areas were selected 
as being representative of the Eastern Coastal states in which 
hybrid striped bass farms might establish initial sales 
networks. 
St•U 
New York 
Pannaylvan:l.e 
l'e.blo 1. Gcoguphic Location 
Nlll'W Jorooy 
Vil:ginio 
Hauuchusotta 
Haeyhnd 
Connecticut 
Wesbin§ton, D.C. 
RltO<le Ishnd 
Dalnwtu:e 
No Zip Included 
'total 
~f Roswn~o_nta 
357 
142 
111 
OS 
65 
66 
47 
34 
22 
13 
_2 
919 
out of 961 restaurants responding to the question of 
classification, over 34% offered a wide variety of entrees 
and preferred to bOll classified as "Other" ['l'able 2] . This 
inch1ded Steak & Seafood, American, Continental, Variety, and 
reejional cuisin!Z! reffitaurants, affi well as fo:eeign foods 
x·et3tcnn:anbl not included under the "Ethnic" cla!lH>ification. 
10 
Responses to the question of ownership indicated that over 
66% of the restaurants wer® independomtly owned, 24% were 
family owned, and the remaining 10% were chain-owned. 
Table 2. Raatauxant Claemificotion8 
Is your ramtmurant pri~x!ly,, .? Do you offer f!nf!oh? 
No, of Ruoondqntm In H2 
Other 328 290 20 
Seafood 266 255 8 
Ethnic 173 148 2.2 
Specialty 90 01 6 
st. rut ..lll ...§1 _§ 
Totlllm 061 871 71 
aSinoe reapondouts did not consistently anawer &V0rf queation, 
question is not oonoiatont, 
Axe your finfish mntteaa primarily, .. 7 
X1ar Roupd Seasonal 
262 15 
226 20 
141 6 
00 3 
_qz. _!. 
623 56 
tho number of raapoudonta por 
Finfish Off®rinqs 
Two hundred fifty-four (254) seafood restaurants responded 
to the question"· •• what do you primarily offer?". Nearly 60% 
(152) indicated they primarily offered finfish, and 40% (102) 
indicated shellfish. Although this question was geared to 
seafood restaurants, 153 non-seafood restaurants responded--
44% indicating shellfish and 56% indicating finfish. "Steak" 
and "Ethnic" restaurants indicated their primary fish offering 
was shellfish, and "Specialty" and "Other" indicated finfish. 
When asked to indicate th® methods by which their 
restaurantfiil obtained finfish, the overwhelming response 
qu®filtion em m!'(jor finfish typelil offered chose r~almon (81%) 
and floundCl!:, (77%) ['l'able 3]. 
11 
included swordfish, shark, tuna, mahi mahi, grouplllr, halibut, 
and sollll. Rankings Wlllre relativlllly consistent across the ten 
statllls surveyed. 
Trpo of finfish of!ered? 0 
N m 040 
~ gg tl:H~U B!UHl~lUU~ 
Salmon 61.4X 
Floundor n .ax 
Cod/Haddock 
Pollock 64,8% 
Fuah Wator 
Trout 53.0X 
Bluefish/ 
Soa Trout 47.7% 
Othor 40,3X 
Catfioh 40.0% 
Red Fish 
(Red DrWl) 30.5X 
Hild Striped 
Base 15.4% 
Hybrid Striped 
Bau (Stmabino 
Baao 6.0X 
Tabla 3. Finf!oh Offtlu:ed 
lW1ilrul awli li£Jml!;. fll2~2id~! 
234 71 115 80 
234 71 107 74 
105 80 85 63 
156 48 83 52 
166 33 50 44 
117 26 60 41 
130 33 24 46 
106 16 24 32 
48 6 20 17 
20 0 15 10 6In multiple choice questions, tho sum of tho totalB oxeeeda the number of roapondanta; 
porcentasoo uoed will not add up to 100%. 
Qlliu ~ 
265 765 
240 726 
205 609 
188 507 
145 448 
124 370 
134 376 
107 267 
47 145 
20 65 
IWd tho 
To obtain information on the size of the existing finfish 
market, respondents were asked to approximate the annual 
volume of finfish purchased by their restaurants in both 
dollars and pounds. The 520 restaurants that responded to 
the question of dollar volume represlllnted a total of nearly 
$40 million annually, while thlll 514 responding to poundage 
volume represented an annual total of nearly 13 million 
pound!i!. 
clas<~ification and volume indicated that al thouqh reliltau:ecmb; 
dollar volume and nearly BO% of annual pmmda(]e vo1.mne ['I'abh; 
4) • 
12 
~!!!,. 
Othot: 176 
Soo.food 146 
Ethnio 77 
Spachlty 63 
Steak ~ 
Tot&la 520 
~-~Qlum! (in Dollara) 
7,639,249 
24,249,640 
3,130,966 
2,162,830 
x.ooo.ooo 
830,470,745 
3 of 'i'otol 
10.88 
81,48 
7.91 
5.51 
~ 
100,01 
~0 
135 
00 
SO 
~ 
514 
hijnuol Volume tip Pound;) 
1,300, 016 
0,934,680 
464,525 
,031 
X of Total 
10.51 
70.9X 
3, 71 
3.4X 
~ 
lOO.OZ 
Despite the low response rate, a broad range of sizes 
within the potential finfish market were represented (Table 
5). Annual dollar volume ranged from $100 to $1o,ooo,ooo, 
and annual poundage ranged from less than 100 pounds to 
7, 000, 000 pounds. 
$76,000, and average annual poundage was over 24,000 pounds 
per restaurant. 
Tabla 5. RWlBOD for Dollar md Poundm.ga8 
1,000 - 9,800 
10,000 - 24,000 
25,000 - 45,000 
50,000 - 100,000 
105,000 - 500,000 
700,000- 1,576,800 
10,000,000 
Totals 
~iacontinuoua interv8l 
No. Incbud'd Annual Pougdqs0 VolWOO@ 
12 10 - 65 
129 100 - 960 
135 1,000 - 2,000 
90 2,060- 7,600 
95 6,000 - 35,000 
53 40,000 Q 78,000 
5 60,000 - 300,000 
~ 7,000,000 
520 Totals 
indfcatea no rGtlPQfW0 in sele--cted r~. 
lfo. Included 
6 
67 
111 
170 
103 
23 
13 
_J. 
514 
Product familiarity ill! of major concern when developing 
asked if they WI§!!:"® familiar with aquamtlture and second 
Nearly 70% (657) of tho01e responding to the question of 
aquaculture familiarity indicated they were familiar with 
aquacultured seafood, and 58% (552) indicated they have served 
aquacultured seafood [Table 6]. Although 58% (384) of the 
restaurants that responded to the question of offering 
aquacultured seafood in the future indicated they would, 39% 
(262) indicated they did not know. Nearly 19% of the latter 
responses were classified as "Other". 
Other 
Sufood 
Ethnic 
Spochlty 
Steak 
Total 
Tabla 6, Aquaculture Fem!liarity 
N .,. 940 
Axe you femiliar with 
qquacultured eoafood? 
:w. l!Jl 
218 106 
206 so 
104 65 
77 20 
.2a _ll 
657 201 
N • 053 
Uavo you Gvor eorved 
162 
63 
65 
_i§ 
552 
40 
58 
22 
ll 
252 
32 
30 
11 
a 
140 
" "' 661 Would you offer aquacultuxed 
uafood in_ tho future? 
:w. l!Jl !llill 
126 6 103 
108 6 55 
85 2 56 
44 3 19 
_ll z. ..a2 
364 21 262 
Additional analysilil indicated that restaurants which had 
not served aquacultured seafood had the greatest response to 
"Do Not Know", regarding offering aquacultured products in 
th@! future. Tile highest degree of <~.quacul ture familiarity 
and w:Ul.ingne!>s to off<::!r aquacul tur<:~d products in the future 
was for refiltauranbl that offered y<::!ar-round f.infi~>h entrees. 
produc:rts offerc:~d were shrimp, salmon, and catfish. Additional 
aquacul tured product Ill included trout, clams, mu!lllilellll, oysters, 
soft shell crabs, crayfish, and prawns; trout, clams, mussels, 
and oysters were the most popular. Rankinqs were consistent 
across all 10 states. Hybrid striped bass offerings were 
reported to be offered in New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, 
and Washington, D.C. 
Other 
Soafood 
Ethn:l.o 
Specialty 
Steak 
Total 
lllLI:!J!m 
37 
71 
28 
23 
.u 
174 
Ta.bh 7, Aquaoultmed Seafood Offedn.sa 
What tyv0 of aqumculturod seafood did you offa~? 
~ ~ llybrid Stripad BJUJJ 
50 M 2 
47 40 0 
v 13 3 
16 17 2 
_!! .u 2 
148 145 7 
Q!Jm 
25 
25 
16 
9 
2 
62 
A primary objective of the survey was to determine whether 
or not hybrid striped bass could occupy a niche market. This 
section provides a more in-depth analysis of the responses to 
questions geared towards hybrid striped bass. 
Of the 948 restaurants responding to the question on hybrid 
1\lt:dpi!!d ba••~c~ familia:dty, only 22% (211) re!:>pond®d positively 
['!'able 3] • However, nearly 4 0% ( 3 7 6) imUcatec! they ~l<JUld 
offer it in tha futura; 54% (510) would consider offering it 
givan more infor111at.ion. ovet' 70% (619) indicated th<lly would 
15 
Table B. Hybrid Str!Jj»d 8MB (W!B) P'em!Uu!ty 
H "" 940 lf m 94 'I N "" 661 
Axe you flli!UiUu with 113!17 Would you oftor USB in t-he t'utw:e? WOuld (do) you contract direct? 
Other 
XU Jig XU Wll\!ld ConoidOE Jig 
69 256 119 160 24 
Jjg ~ W9uLd Not 
7 207 66 
So a food 
Ethnic 
Spacialty 
Stoa.k 
66 197 121 130 13 3 101 57 
27 142 58 05 15 7 06 46 
26 60 45 46 4 5 61 25 
To tala ll ...ll ..ll ...ll ~ 211 737 376 510 61 ~ .J!Z zz 24 610 236 
Areas of highest familiarity on a state-by-state basis 
("Yes" responses divided by total state response) were 
Delaware (30%), New Jersey (28%), Washington, D.C. (27%), and 
Maryland (26%). Connecticut (13%) and Rhode Island (14%) had 
the lo1~est [Table 9), All states responded positively to 
offering aquacultured products in the future and contracting 
directly from the grower. 
Table Q, Futuro Hybrid Striped Booa Offerings 
N m 959 N m 959 H e 891 
Axe you frurniliar with fiSB? W~uld you offer RSD in tho futw:e? WOuld (do) you contract direct? 
New Y'ox-k 
Pennsy!vdllia 
N&w Jeruy 
Vir3iuia 
MaoonchuuttB 
Hacylnnd 
Connecticut 
Wo.uhington, D.C. 
Rhoda bland 
Dol&wmre 
'1otab 
~ H2 ~ X!J Wquld Conoidg; lig Q2 Wou~ Would Not 
76 279 21X 150 186 16 10 237 61 
32 109 23X 45 65 10 1 98 36 
30 79 26¥ 42 57 11 5 62 31 
22 70 24Z 25 54 14 2 53 26 
15 89 16X 37 44 3 2 55 26 
l.7 46 26% 26 35 2 1 46 12 
6 40 13X 21 24 2 1 33 9 
9 24 27X 15 16 3 3 21 9 
3 16 14% 7 13 1 0 15 5 
-~ _li! 30Z _,] ~4 .j! .j! .,J ~2 
213 746 379 510 62 23 624 242 
For rer3pcmdentlii! having served aquacult.ured seafood, 29% 
indicated hybrid striped bass familiarity. Nearly 95% would 
Of the 885 
(67%) 
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High margin and guaranteed supply were the top factors that 
would encourage restaurants to offer hybrid striped bass. 
Customer requests, however, also appeared to be important in 
encouraging new finfish offerings (Table 10]. The same 
ranking characterized those restaurants offering finfish. 
Other 
Seafood 
Ethnic 
Specialty 
Stoo.k 
Totllb 
Table 10. Factors Encouragins Uoe of Hybrid Str!pGd Baso 
What ru:e the t.op two factors that would wooura.go your uatau.ro.nt to offer IlSB? 
Bigh Guar Fish Sou High Cuot Poll 
tl!!£!!l!l!!!!lruM~l!ilil!!lrul~~ 
110 50 9 22 23 50 2 21 
84 57 7 22 16 25 2 17 
46 30 6 12 12 24 1 12 
24 31 0 3 5 13 2 5 
~ll.:! .J! l!! l!! 1 1 
302 185 29 64 68 122 6 56 
Other 
16 
12 
10 
10 
Jl. 
56 
When asked to list three species offering the greatest 
competition to hybrid striped bass, the clear-cut favorites 
were salmon and flounder. Wild striped bass and 
cod/haddock/pollock were third and fourth [Table 11]. On an 
individual state basis, salmon was the preferred species for 
all states except Maryland. Flounder was thought to be the 
second major competitor to hybrid striped bass for most 
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What tbxoe speoioe offog the aroateat oooopotition to hybrid mtripod baas? 
W!ld Stpd Roof!ob Cod/Dedi !lybr!d Froob Bluofloh/ 
.llruut. hlm:rul ~ <Red DMl l?loundu ~ Stnd Bus wtr TtW Su Trout ~ 
NGW York 
Pennaylv&nia 
New Joruy 
Virsinh 
MaoBo.chuoetta 
Maryland 
Connecticut 
Wanhington, D.C. 
Rhode Imhnd 
Dele.wa.ro 
Total 
31 121 5 6 4l 32 0 15 7 23 
0 44 4 4 25 7 0 12 1 5 
7 26 5 5 22 4 1 3 2 4 
10 26 4 2 15 2 0 6 1 5 
9 25 0 2 6 19 0 4 2 3 
6 6 3 2 16 4 0 3 5 5 
4 14 1 1 3 5 0 2 1 5 
6 11 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 1 
1 60 0 4 50 1 0 0 
..J. ~ei.!!.!!.,!...!!.!! l1..!! ..J. 
84 285 22 24 140 7!1 1 50 19 52 
Product siz® was of concE:lrn to potl!lntial hybrid striped 
bass producl!lrs. If they are to be successful, they must know 
what thl!l customer desires. Product size was assessed in this 
study by asking restaurants to first specify the sizes of 
hybrid striped bass they would prefer to buy and secondly to 
narrow those selections to the onl!l size they preferred. 
Respondents offering finfish indicated a preference for hybrid 
striped bass under two pounds. The second and third choices 
were three pounds and over three pounds, respectively (Table 
12] • 
Undo): 2 lbn 
3 UHJ 
Ovo~ 3 Lbm 
Otho;.;: 
third. 
If "" 8:10 
What aha f!SJ} would you ['llE.FIDl. to buy? 
426 
203 
273 
00 
18 
If "' 032 
What aiao would you MOST profor to buy? 
350 
197 
207 
70 
Other 
Sufood 
Ethnic 
Spochlty 
Steak 
Totals 
Tablo 13. fgefogred S!se va Clasaificotion 
M • 860 
" El 624 
What aizm RSB would you PRE:FER to buy? What size would you HOST prefer to buy? 
Vndor 2 lbo LlJlA ~1!11 !l:tJw: 
!40 72 47 27 
Undu z lbm L1Ju1 ()x,Qr 3 lbo 2!JlH 
116 74 55 29 
!06 67 58 11 86 61 66 17 
67 25 30 12 77 24 36 9 
30 21 23 8 34 2! 27 7 
~ ~ .JJ! _! 
422 200 176 62 
_ll ~ ...ll .1. 
355 195 205 69 
It is interesting to note that when asked to stipulate 
preferred size, the trend towards larger-sized hybrid striped 
bass became more pronounced. Under two pounds was the second 
most preferred size. These preferences were consistent over 
the 10-state sample [Table 14]. 
Table 14. Preferred Size va Geogrophio Looation6 
N • 666 
What she IISB would you PREFER to buy? 
Undu 2 tho .lJJ2J1 Ovu 3 lhD 2!Jlu: 
ltew York 156 69 67 27 
Ptttulaylvania 81 35 20 10 
lhm Joruy 53 17 16 5 
Virginia 47 15 14 5 
Huoaebuoettm 32 21 22 2 
11aeyland 26 15 11 4 
Connecticut 19 12 12 2 
Washington, D.C. 13 16 6 1 
Rhode Ioland 10 6 2 3 
Dol&wa~:m __!. _,1. ~ .,.& 
Totals 425 201 179 61 
" .. 828 
What size would you MOST prefer to buy? 
Umhu;: Z lho ~ Ovqr 3 lbo Other 
132 69 75 26 
55 32 26 11 
42 16 23 7 
36 !5 14 7 
26 17 28 4 
25 17 10 5 
16 11 13 3 
10 11 9 2 
8 4 4 3 
~ _,1. ~ J 
357 195 207 69 
8 Since rospondentm did not conaimtantly nnawor ovet~ question, inconaimte.ncha exist tmOng tho final 
totals. 
Product !i'Orl!l 
Nhen a>!ked t,o identify preferrecl product forms for hybrid 
st:dped bass, 53% of ll!ll reffitaunmts re>!ponding to the 
question s!i!l!!cted filleted. 
product fo:t"!i!S were whol<!! (22%) and headed and gutted (17%). 
Steaked, headed only and other (scaled and gutted, head 
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Simih.r prefer~:mces characterized. restaurants regardless 
of classification [Table 15]. All groupings of restaurants 
indicated a preference for filleted (58%), whole (22%), and 
headed and gutted (17%), respectively. 
Otbor 
Sa a food 
Ethnic 
Specialty 
Steak 
Tot&! a 
Table 15. Pref<n:red Pt:oduct. Form ve ClusUJ.cotlon 
N eo 071 
Wbot ia yout• profarr&d produot form for hybrid otriped bass? 
~ DudGd OnlY Uudmd & Guttod ~ ~ Othv.: 
57 5 ,. 162 13 1 
52 1 45 136 15 2 
46 1 25 61 10 3 
10 a 10 48 2 3 
1§ 1 .JI _jJ, 11 Q 
102 10 151 458 51 0 
A greater degree of difference was found when product form 
and size were jointly examined (Table 16]. Those preferring 
fillets or whole fish indicated a preference for fish weighing 
under two pounds and. equaling three pounds, respectively. The 
third preferred size were fish weighing over three pounds. 
Those preferring to have their product headed and gutted, 
steaked, headed only, or other picked over three pounds as 
their second choice. 
An examination of product form and moli!t preferred size 
indicated that 42% (822) preferred under two pound fish, 
followed by over thr!:!€1 pound fish with 25%. Thr<!e pound fish 
dropped to third place with 23%. Resul tl!l were (~onsistent 
twroliHl! the lO~Ii!tate ®ample, except for Virginia, Maryland, and 
Delaware~·~tvhere headed and 9utted were slightly pr<Jfer:n~d over 
whole. 
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M .. 043 M "' 822 
Whet siRe HSB would you PREFER to buy? Whet oize would you MOST prefer to buy? 
Under 2 l,be .UJa Ovcut 3 lb@. 2&bJui: tlndu 2 lba Llh! OVer 3 lbs ~ 
Fillot.cd 214 104 81 38 176 104 93 47 
Hholo 08 51 44 0 77 47 50 9 
Beaded and Gutted 77 20 35 8 68 28 42 7 
Stoaked 24 11 12 3 20 14 10 3 
Headed Only 7 1 1 0 5 0 3 1 
Other _.l 
...J. .J. ..2. _.l _9, -i _a 
Toto !a 413 107 176 57 349 103 202 60 
Price 
Information on potential hybrid striped bass prices 
available to growers was obtained by asking two pricing 
questions regarding what respondents would pay per pound for 
hybrid striped bass and how those prices would be determined. 
On a per pound basis, restaurants indicated a willingness 
to pay $2.51-$3.00 and $3.01-$4.00 respectively [Table 17]. 
In comparison, Carlbert and Van Olst 1987, Smith 1988, found 
a price range of $2. 00-$5. 00 per pound, while Lipton and 
swartz, 1988, found prices on the order of $4.00 per pound. 
Results of the willingness to pay quel!ltion, however, may be 
misleading becaul!le no quantities were implied; and respondents 
likely had a r;;pecified quantity in mind when responding to the 
qucr;;tion. Alternatively, the available information is 
i.nadequat<~ for <HIS<~ssi.ng demand; however, it does provide a 
To_hlo 11. Pdoo 
H "' 761. 
Hho.t t~ould you pay lHH: )iiOl!nd for hybdd at,dped bua? 
Jl2.~~,J?._tJilL'H}on~J1U ! fi _ Rm111~ 
243 32Z fJ2. 51.-83.00 
203 27% $3.01-84.00 
152 20% S2.01-S2.50 
104 141 81.50-12.00 
50 II 84.01·15.00 
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Restaurants responding to th«ll question of marl{et price 
determination indicated preference for individual 
negotiation (51%); the second choice was the New Yorlt/Fulton 
Market (26%) (Table 18]. "Other Central market" and "Other" 
(bid system, price comparison, local market, weekly quotes 
from different vendors, corporate determination, etc.) were 
third and fourth. This ranking was consistent across the ten 
states, except for New York and New Jersey, where the New 
York/Fulton !~arket was 
negotiation. 
first, followed by individual 
Table 18. Prico Detormlnation 
N "" 630 
Bow would tho price you pay for hybrid striped baea be dotorm!nod? 
Individuol Hogotiotion 
Uew York/Fulton Market 
Othor Central M4rkot 
Other 
No. of Rospondtnts 1 
424 SIX 
214 26% 
109 13% 
83 lOX 
Pricing across all restaurant classifications indicated a 
preferred price range of $2.51-$3.00, The second preferred 
price range ~Jas $3.01-$4.00 (Table 19]. An exception Vl'as the 
"Sp.,cialty" category ~Jhere this orde:t' was reversed. 
Othe~ 
Soatoo-d 
2thfl.l.c 
Sp®cio.ltr 
Steok 
Tota:ta 
Tablo 19, PE!co vo Claaaif!cstilfa 
" '"' 756 Whnt would you pay por pou:nd fo~ hybrid stdped basa? 
l!L:l2.:!!2. oo lla,JU- ~~ .• ~ ~~.:.U .... oll §;hol:.!' .lll! ~~.01:}5 , o o 
40 50 74 70 21 
31 46 70 60 10 
17 25 50 28 10 
7 15 21 14 11 
.Q ll ll 1§ ~'1 
104 151 243 200 58 
:rn general, these ranges were !llelected regardless of 
22 
under two pound!i! picked $2.51-$3. oo as their :first choice, 
their second choice wall! $2.01-$2.50 [Table 20]. 
Tablo 20. Price vo Sise 
N a 736 
What would you pay ~er pound for hybrid striped baam? 
$!.50-82.00 S2.01-82.5g2.5!-$3 00 S3 01-84.00 S4 01-85.00 
Undar 2 Pounda 
3 Pounds 
Over 3 Po\OOdB 
Othor 
To tala 
61 86 106 64 24 
22 40 97 74 11 
14 35 70 74 30 
ll ll ll .ll .2 
110 183 300 249 70 
These results were consi111tent when comparing- preferred 
product form against price [Table 21]. However, an exception 
was found for those choosing "Headed Only" and "Other", in 
which $2. Ol-$2. 50 and $4. Ol-$5. 00 ~Jere the second place 
choices. 
Table 21. Prico va Product Form 
" "" 751 What would you pay par pound for hybrid striped baaa? 
$!.so-$~, 99 $2..Ql -$2. 50 S?, n -83 OQ $3 ,Qt-$4J!!! §4 01-ss, oo. 
Filbtod 46 77 133 113 25 
Whol0 20 36 46 43 17 
Headed &nd Gutt.ed 22 24 37 32 10 
Stottked 4 10 16 10 3 
Headed Only 1 2 3 1 1 
Othor _. _Q. 4 _. .,Z 
Tot alB 102 151 240 200 56 
Analysis sugge!!!ted that the price ranges pt:eferred in Tables 
17, 19, 20, and 21 ~rer~:J not afferJted by priCJ~:J detcrmi.nat.ion 
method [Tablt!l 22]. Tholl!® c;hoosinq the New York/Fulton !1arket. 
'i'ttbl.o 22. Pdco VB Hothod ot: Detom!nat.iou 
Individual thgotiation 
Nwa York/Fulton Hukot 
Othol:' Control Mo_!:kot 
Qt,he~:: 
Totalo 
H "' 723 
Hhat. would you pu.y pn1.· pound f':m: hybdd Btdpad baBB? 
i'i!.;)l).::$~?,_QQ. Q.?".Ql::JiZ .. ..:/.9. llc:W£Jil&Q !J;h_J!l;.~~" 99 !i.'l .• O!;:;tL<JQ 
63 88 113 02 23 
17 31 53 63 17 
13 20 32 24 10 
.!Jl ~q ...12 ll _J( 
90 147 230 192 56 
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In order to fot-mulate a well-reasoned, far-reaching proposal 
for future action on finfish and shellfish, respondents were 
asked specific questions about their clientele and to provide 
observations on the finfish/shellfish markets. 
In response to the question "Are customers more diet and 
health conscious than five years ago?", 885 of 964 responding 
said "Yes". When asked what their customers would most 
prefer, 63% of the 954 respondents indicated broiled/baked 
fish. Twenty-three percent (23%) indicated specialty recipes; 
and health-related recipes and fried fish were third and 
fourth ~lith 10% and 4%, respectively. 
Information on changes in seafood sales over time was 
obtained by asking restaurants to rate their seafood sales 
over the last five yearlil. Of 949 responses received, 50% 
(473) indicated their salelil had substantially increased; 34% 
(319) indicated they had lillightly increased. "Remained the 
Same", "Slightly Decreased", and "Substantially Decreased" 
comprised the :t'emaining 13%, 3% and 1%. 
When aslced to rat<il finfish salelll over the p;u;;t fiv<il year», 
410 of the 923 responseii! (44%) indicated a substantial 
increase; ancl 346 (37%) imllc:atecl that sales hacl sl:iql!tly 
incr®asCJd. "Remained the Same", "Sliqhtly Decrea£>ed", and 
"SubstantiaLly Decreased" accmmtecl fen: .14%, 4% 1 ;md 1% of the 
remaining responses 1 respec:ti vely. 1\. similar question of 
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shellfish sale~:~ had 280 of the 934 respondents indicating 
their ~:~ales had substantially increased, and 341 (37%) said 
they had slightly increased. "Remained the Same", "Slightly 
Decreased", and "Substantially Decreased" were 22%, 10%, and 
1%, respectively. 
Last, the sample was asked "Over the next five years, in 
which category do you expect seafood sales to grow the most?". 
Of the 920 restaurants responding, 80% indicated finfish; and 
20% indicated shellfish. 
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The wholesaler questionnaire was designed to obtain data 
on the existing wholesale markets in a ten-state area 
(including the District of Columbia). Questions were 
developed to determine sales, purchases and aquaculture 
familiarity and usage, and specific information about hybrid 
striped bass. In order to provide a comprehensive overvie~1 
of these findings, responses were divided into four segments: 
1. Qvetyiew. Discuss overall response rate and geo-
graphic breakdown of the respondents. 
2. Classif;ication. Discuss in general the character-
istics of those wholesalers responding to the survey 
inst111ment. 
3. Aquaculture. Discuss the familiarity of this sample 
with aquacultured seafood, experience in offering 
aquacultured products, and future intent to sell. 
4, II~brid Striped Bass, Discuss the famil iad ty of this 
sample with hybrid striped bass, their willingness to 
offer it in the future, and the factors that would 
predicate future hybrid striped bass sales. 
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out of 920 wholesalers, only 65 responded to this survey 
(Table 23]. Since the response rate was low, general 
conclusions about wholesalers cannot bl!ll made using the sur\ley 
results. When appropriate or applicabl®, findings were 
compared in the Analysis section against other comparable 
studies. 
TablG 23. 
~ 
H!iw 'iork 
Ponnnylvrrnie. 
Virsinh 
!1aeyla.nd 
Total 
Geographic Location 
No ,__2f Reuoondcmte: 
27 
17 
16 
~ 
65 
Respondents indicated they primarily sold finfish products 
(63%) as opposed to shellfish (37%) on a yezu·~round basis 
( 91%) • Of those indicating seasonal finfish sales, 70% 
preferred to sell year round. 
retall (27%), tmd other 1vholesaler2 (22%). 'l'he :eemalning 113% 
primad.ly in··E;tat<l (39%), nationally (:Hi%) and intm:natiemally 
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(25%). Asid® from the ten surveyed states, national purchases 
were primarily from Florida, the Carolinas, Maine, Georgia, 
Louisiana, ~lashington, and California. Other states mentioned 
were Texas, Oregon, Idaho, and Connecticut. 
International purchases W®re primarily from Norway, Canada, 
Chile, New Zealand, Mexico, Iceland, and Ecuador. Other areas 
mentioned were Jamaica, England, Peru, Panama, Scotland, and 
Ireland. Finfish species and products w®rl!l primarily obtained 
from other wholesalers (45%), The second and third sources 
of product were indirect aquaculture (18%) and other fleet 
(19%). 
Information on the existing wholesale marltet was obtained 
by asking respondents to indicate their approximate annual 
dollar and poundage volume. Twenty-eight (28) wholesalers 
responded to the question of annual dollar volume for a 
combined total of approximately $58,046,000--an average of 
$2,073,071 per company. Dollar relilponset:~ ranged from $11,000 
to $24 million annually, Thirty-two (32) wholesalers 
rE~Il!pcmded to thtii! questi(JI'l of 11nnual poundage volume for a 
emlll1ined total of 25,075,f500 pounds-~cm average of 71!3,609 p~:n: 
comp<my. Pound<:~ge valueg ranged from 2, 250 pounds to 12 
million poundf> armually. 
A !HJCJ<mda!:y intent of this rE~SEli'I!:'Ch ~nul to qa:l.n information 
em the exh~ting uqU<l(:ulture marklllt 1md it!!! ova:t'al.l potE~ntlal, 
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Familiarity, use, and potential usa of aqucultured products 
are discussed in this section. 
Eighty-four percent (84%) of the wholesalers responding to 
th® question of aquaculture familiarity indicated they were 
familiar with aquacultured products. This degree of 
familiarity was evenly distributed amonq wholesalers that sold 
finfish and/or shellfish. 
~Jhen asked to list aquacultured products sold, respondents 
chose catfish (27%), salmon (25%), and shrimp (20%). These 
selections wet·e followed by "Other" (shellfish, mussels, 
oysters, clams, trout, talipia), and hybrid striped bass 
(10%). When asked which species or product accounted for the 
most !i!ales, three species- salmon, shrimp, other, and catfish 
- were given as the preferred choiceB. When asked what 
percent of total saleB volum@l was aquacml tured product Iii, 3!3% 
said "Up to 10%", Twenty-one perc~mt (21%) indicated they did 
not s<i!ll aquacult;ured preclw:::ts, and 16% indicated "Greater 
than 30%" (16%) ['J:'ahle 24]. 
02 
Up to lOX 
11"20% 
21"302 
GJ::€1atG~: t-han 30Ji: 
B_.2~111121l!£U1tJ{,~ 
21% 
382 
14& 
!2& 
18% 
fJ;llU£:1-f~~QgyjL~ 
H/h 
Aq'\!O.cultux&d Catf!l!!h 
Aquaoul.tlo:ed 3slmr-Al 
Aquacul.tm:cd Cattioh 
Othox-
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!J~g,_Q_9JJ\l_QU~~---F-_~;,q~~W){ 
H/A 
Aqugcultu.ged Snlr<xm 
Aquaculttn:od Gmt:t!Bh 
A.f.{\J n c u 1 t. u !::' tHl B rll m•m 
Aq<uwu.!J:.tn:ed Smlmon/Sht'i[)lp 
In re~pon~e to the que~tion 00 If you do not sell 
aquacul tured product!!~, do you plan to sell them in the 
future?~, 45t of those responding indicated they would, while 
41% did not know. 
sixty-three percent (63%) of th® whole~a.l®rs ret:lponding 
indicated they were familiar with hybrid striped bass, and 
61% indicated they considered hybrid striped bass to be a 
year-round product. Twenty-five percent (25%) of those 
responding to the question of hybrid striped basil! sales 
indicated they sold hybrid striped bass. The primary t:lales 
area was New York, followed by Maryland and Other 
(Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Connecticut), 
Fifty-one percent (51%) responded to the question of 
contract sales by indicating they would conl!lidti!r buyinr;t a 
specific quantity of hybrid l:ltrip<!ld ball!!!~ on a continuing 
ba!llis, and 47% lilaid they would not. Rea!i!O!l!il cited against 
buying on contract WQre lo1c¥ profit margin, tmlmm<~n sales 
pot~~ntlal, :ilmd®~quat•~ demand, h:i.gh priel!l, pcKn' B&hlrJ HCJairwt: 
pot·gy, ct·oal{er, and perch, and disliko?. of buying on C(mtracL 
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l'lhen asked to indicate the top two factors that would 
encourage offering hybrid striped bass, 28% of the wholesalers 
said guaranteed and predictable supply, and 22% noted high 
margin. Seasonal availability and high expected sales were 
third and fourth with 17% and 10%, respectively. 
t'lholesalers indicated that wild striped bass was the major 
competitor for hybrid striped bass, with the second major 
competitor being bluefish/sea trout. Cod/haddock/pollock and 
fresh water trout tied for third. 
When asked to indicate the preferred purchase size of 
hybrid striped bass, 42% of those responding chose b1o pound 
fish, followed by 22% for three pound fir>h, and 17% for fish 
over th:;;·ee pounds. Additional respom1es ( 11%) indicated the 
preferred :dze to bill anything from Hl<~gal !!lize" to up to ten 
pound!il. s1xty~rdm'l perm:mt (69%) of thoBe re!:lponcHng to the 
tj\1®1ilt1on of siZ{'! V@l:t"SUfil pd.c€1! indicat®d th!i!J[ would not: pay 
more for larg4!lr tdzed hybrid lllt:rip<nl ba~l£~. 
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When ~eked the minimtun quantity and selling price of hybrid 
striped bass they would be willing to purchase weekly, average 
prices cited ranged from $2.08 to $9.10 per pound [Table 25]. 
Corresponding minimum amounts in pounds ranged from an average 
of 419 pounds to an average of 568 pounds, in varying order. 
Table 25. AvOt'll$0 Sales Price cw.d Averqe M!n.tmum. Pw:cho.n Qumt!ty 
ln!!:JiliMO P&'~ AYIL. Slll,GB Pdca {fJLlbl X of 1lGQD91\dmt11 flYA. Min.__ Owmlj!t:f J£~Hmdml ~Ru~uta 
$1,00 $2,08 13X 588 ))OUlldO 34X 
2, 00 3, 30 lOX 495 pounds 24X 
3, 00 4. 62 20& 550 ))OUlldo lOX 
4,00 6,06 lOX 410 ))OUlld• 11& 
s. oo 1. • 1 1u 516 ))OUlld• n 
6.00 0.10 17Z 380 pol!lldt! sx 
Individual responses indicated a range of sales prices from 
$1.25 to $12.00 and quantities between 20 and 5,000 pounds per 
week (Table 26]. While values given for the top end of the 
sales price range wore designated by some respondents as being 
tho price paid for fillets, the r~nges were relatively 
b!ui!!!UJ'J;JJtl! 3t.oo 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
3.00 
6.00 
lm;;111, form) • 
§~~!Ll'tl£!! R!!!A!L W.JJ>J. 
$1.25 " 4.99 
2.50 - 6.00 
3.50 • 9.00 
4.50 " o.oo 
5.30 ° lO.OO 
7.00. 12.00 
Q.Y.!UltJ t, Ll!JillKG __ _( P.ou:u_d ~ }. 
20 q 5,000 
20 - 4,000 
20 •. 3,000 
20 "" 2, 000 
20 ° 1,000 
20 .. 1, 000 
Assessing the economic and commercial feasibility of 
raising hybrid striped bass in Virginia was not 1t1ithin the 
realm of available data, Information of costs and earnings 
was inadequate. Economics of scale and scope and returns to 
size have not been determined. Optimal pond design and 
construction characteristics are unknown. Previous studies 
have apparently recognized these limitations and examined the 
economics of production for a standard 2. 5-acre Phase I growth 
pond and a 7.5-acre Phase II grow-out pond (Brown et al. 1988; 
Strand et al. 1989). 
This particular arrangement permits a combination of 2.5-
acre and 7. 5-acre ponds to be U!!ed for growing Phase I 
finget·lings (2-4 inch fish) to Phasliil II fingerlings (6-8 inch 
fish) • Aft<llr on® y®ar of growth, th® Phai!i!<!l II f.ing®rlings cu:e 
tranE~f<llrred to 7, 5-acrt;J ponds. This d<lltdgn a !:I Illumes that 3 
tim!!!s th"" E~iZ€3 of a grm1th pond ill! nece>Jillary for final <;p::c1~1 
out. It im not lmo~m if thi~:~ derdgn :1.8 biolog.ically and 
owemomically optimal ( i. <l!., maximum pound<lCJ!ll <md minimum 
eo!i!t) • 
~rhli! tdz® n•lttticmship could b<! varied or c:h<mCJ<:ld in 
accord<mclll 1dth air temperatur®, 8toc!dng clencdty, i:EJed 
ra tlmm, <Aquat.irJ plant 1 , ~Jhap®, ~.~atet" d~>ptll, <H,~rat:ion, 
pond liners and construction matll'!rial, and Beveral other 
factors. Nevertheless, existing studies indicatll'! that hybrid 
striped bass may be profitably raised using the 2.5j7.5~acre 
design. Strand et al. (1989) estimated production costs per 
pound in Maryland to be between $1.96 and $2.88. 
If farm price received is $2.50 per pound or higher and 
production costs are $1.96 per pound, the operation appears 
profitablli'!. For the high production cost scenario ($2.88 per 
pound), farm prices received must be $2.89 per pound or higher 
to realize profits. For both scenarios, supervisory ser~ices 
and labor costs were estimated to account for approximately 
30% of total costs; cost savings could be possibly realized 
by the use of owner-operator and family labor. 
In comparison, Brown et al. (1988) estimated costs per 
pound in North Carolina to be between $1.68 and $2.05 for a 
30~water-acre farm using the 2.5~ and 7.5-acre design. Given 
current expected farm prices of $2.50 plus per pound for whole 
fish of 1. 5 pounds or large;;·, raising hybrid striped bass 
~wuld appear to h® profitable. 
A major conc.:ilrn to th.:il prospective f.i.sh far·mer involves 
requ:lr®d start·"UP costm and annual operating cost!!!. Brmvn .,1t 
al. :lnd:lcate tlu\1: the in.i. t.i.al investJ:nent for farrl!fn·s l'i'lw 
alr<l!ady own th<ll land and much of th.:il g!'!IHn·al farm ma.eh:lmn:y 
vmuld b~~ approx:tmat!'!ly $166,616 for a 30-water··<'lero farn~o 
Alt!lrnat:ively, t:h®~ .i.n.i.t.i.al inv<IM>tm!lnt ~muld b®~ approximatc~ly 
$240,616 for a JO~water~"aC:t>lll farm Ufi!.i.ng thlll 2. !5/7, 5~acrl:l pond 
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design in which land and all machinery had to be obtained 
(Table 27]. 
Table 27. Start-Up Coats for 30-Wator-Aore Farm ou 40 Aoreo of Land 
Umins tho 2.5/7.SqAoro Daoign° 
Coats Independent of Pond S!ue Construction and Equi~t Coats 
Lond 8 32,000 
Walls 40,000 
Buildinso 12 ;ooo 
Feed Storage 11,000 
Nets 4, 000 
Tomt Eq~i~nt 1,000 
Trucks 12, 000 
Tracton 15,000 
Feeders 2, 500 
Mieo. Equipm~nt 19,000 
PTO~Orivo Pumps 3,600 
Total 
Lovua 
Wator Pipaa 
V&lvea 
Drainage Structure 
Aal:'etora 
Electrical Service 
Total 
$ 1SZ,OOO 
Total Coa~m of Conatruetion and Equipment 
6Info~tion on coste of construction and equipm$Ut 
obt.&in0d t'xOiii\l BrO'Mil ot al. (1969). 
$ 47,006 
4,400 
2,000 
7,600 
17.500 
6,210 
8 07.716 
$ 230,616 
Brown l!!t al. also provide a summary of total fixed and 
variable costs likely to be incurred by thl!! third year or 
expected year of harvl!!st (Table 28]. Production for 30 water 
acres ut11ing a 2,5~ and 7.5~acre pond design was 109,133 
pounds, and total costs per pound were betw<!len $1. 69 and 
$2.00. 
acqull'litlon of finCJerlings, feed, and sal~u'l eosts. 
items <wcgunted for approximately 53% of t:otal cmc;ts in Uw 
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Table 28. Fixed and Vaxiable Coot for 30~Aogo Wator PeEN, 
Uoing 2.5/7.5 Aero Pond Domiwo 
(Thhd Yeax of Opnatiou) 
fixed and Variable Coatm 
Phed Coo to: 
S&.lariem 
Hourly Wasem 
(1/2 psrmon peg 30 oorcm) 
Proporty and Payroll Texas 
Insw:a.nce 
Mm.intenanca 
Depuciation 
Total Fixed Costs 
Varhble Comtm: 
Finsorli113o 
Feed 
Chemicals 
Fuel 
lUoetdcity 
8/U"'VOBtitl.$ 
Saba Coote 
$ 30,000 
6,000 
1,500 
6,546 
1,500 
0,308 
16,849 
$ 71,703 
F!nserU113o 
6 16,605 
15,843 
150 
1,600 
578 
3 34,005 
Combinod Vadl!bh Coots (Fingcu:liugB + Grcmout) 
Total Coste (Fixed + Variable) 
Par Acu 
Per Pound of Fish 
Source of fig&d and variable coots info~t!ou: 
Growout 
8 
40,014 
450 
5,006 
1,733 
5,457 
16,370 
$ 78,020 
s 112,005 
s 184' 778 
$ ·6, 150 
s 1.60 
Drown, J.H., J.E. Eamley Jr., and R.. G. Hodaon (1060), "Inveotl:i'umt md 
Production Coats for tho llybrid Striped nsem X Whito Dan in North Carolina" I 
Working Papor 89~2, UNC Sea Grmnt Callose Progrua, Box 6605, North Carolina 
State University, Ralllligh, ti.C. 27695. 
It is unlikely that production costs in Virginia would be 
the same as the costs presented in strand lilt al. or Brown et 
al. Land acquisition and construction costs and ll!alaries 
would likely bill quite different. 
Virginia l!i! that total producti.on costs pll!r pound would he 
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Unfortunately, the production economic~ of rai~ing hybrid 
~triped baas involve more than the determination and 
assessment of production cost~. Additional isaue~ include 
determination of optimum size of fish, rate of removal, and 
timing of harvest. 
CUrrent commercial practices typically result in the 
harvest of an entire crop of one age-clas~ or size (usually 
1-1.5 pound fish) . This practiclll makes available a large 
quantity of fish to the market at one period of thlll year. 
The net results are difficulty in marketing the total 
production and lower pond prices than would be realized by 
spreading production over a year. Moreover, restaurants have 
indicated a preference for a year-round supply. In Virginia, 
staggered production scheduling would likely mitigate the 
marketing and pricing problems. 
A possible way to llltagger production i~ to Ul!l® 01maller pond 
designs (e.g., lo25- rather than 2o5- and 3.75- vso 7o5-acre 
ponds) and delay Phase I and II activities. 
Unfortunat!llly, th® small<llr design lncr!lliHi!eS production 
CCHiltfi! o Droll!n l:!t al. ®stimated that prcduct:l.on costs for the 
fi!mall<E~:<" pond d®sign would increas® comts by apprmdmately 2. 5% 
per pound. 'I'h® t>xuall<!!r d®sign, hclweve:~;·, does pt11:t"l!Jit: the 
produci~j.cm and harvestinq of dLEfenmt 1dzes and quantH:icm 
of f1sho '!'he ability to Bp;;;·ead production ov®t' "' year and 
providlll d:lff<flrfmt ~;~b:ed fish would pEH'm:lt cp:"~C1i\bc1~: fl<JK:ibility 
by producertl to r&lspond to llla:dtet condi t:!.cJn:iii o 
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A related production problem is the appar<ant preferred 
product for-m. Dealers and wholesalers will purchase whole 
fish but not usually at prices deemed adequatl!il by grot<¥ere. 
In the near future, dealers will have even lese incentive to 
pay a premium price for hybrid striped bass; 5-7 pound salmon 
are currently selling at $3-3.35 per pound on the Fulton 
market, and restaurante have indicated a consumer preference 
for salmon over hybrid striped base. Restaurants have 
indicated they will buy direct from the pond but prefer 
fillets. 
The combination of widely available low-priced salmon and 
a preference for fillets suggest that fish farmers may have 
to process the fish and be competitive with salmon. This need 
will be increasingly important if producers follow a single 
age-class or size production strategy, 
In general, the production economics of raising hybrid 
striped bass in Virginia cannot be adequately determined from 
available inf<n'll!ation. Previous studies for Maryland and 
North Carolina, howev®r, provide r01asonabl® limits on likely 
J:n:-oductiem costlll in Virginia using cur~:ent technology and 
commercial p:~:·actic®s. 
'I'h® costlll of production .in Vh"ginia would lik®ly k"'' between 
$L BE> ant~ $:L BB pe:t: pound. current price!:! rf!lt~~;~.ived at tho 
p!:·oduc:ticm tdt€'1 anJ lJ!!tWe<i'm $2.50 and $3. t50 p!ll!;" pound for 
Hlwl~ :H:i~h" Jiowev~Jr, it appear!:~ l:iJc€!1){ that harvE!stincJ of 
wilcl striped bass ~dl1 be pc~rmit.t~d in 1990 Ol' 199L If: th.ifc~ 
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occurs, the ®xpected commercial harvest will be low but should 
provid® a significant substitute for farm-raised hybrid 
striped bass. 
The presence of high-volume, low-priced salmon is not 
expected to continue but will nevertheless affect the pond 
price of hybrid striped bass in the short-run. The various 
problems of production costs and competition from salmon and 
the wild fishery indicate that raising hybrid striped bass in 
Virginia will be risky. The successful producer will likely 
have to adopt a production strategy that reduces costs below 
$2.88 per pound and staggers production of small quantities 
of fish over a year. 
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A major problem for potential fish farmers will be 
obtaining funds for start-up costs. Therefore, a variety of 
banks and government institutions were contacted to determine 
the level of difficulty a farmer might encounter in obtaining 
initial funding for a hybrid striped bass aquaculture facility 
{Appendix IV) • 
In general, banks found the concept to be a high-risk 
venture that was out of character with th111ir conservative 
history. They r111quired collateral in the form of land, 
buildings, boats, etc., as well as knowledge of the customer. 
Banks that had branches in traditional marine resource areas 
such as Gloucester, Virginia, were more prepared to discuss 
financing an aquaculture venture. A representative of one 
bank indicated their Capital Markets Department would be 
~Tilling to discru~s a p:dvate equity placement. Prior to 
con!!idering a loan, bank!! indicat<i!d they ~qould nec~d 
informat.ion 011 th® following: 
1) product demand 
2) lev®l of production 
3) pr®valence of disease and average survival rates 
4) type of c1overnm<"mt guarante<illl!, :lf any 
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capitali!!!ts can be contacted through local banldng officers, 
CPA firms, and law firms. Their biggest concern would be 
equity appreciation, farmer experience, and product demand. 
As speculators, they are less risl{ averse than conventional 
lending institutions but would likely require a higher rate 
of return from successful ventures. 
Regardless of the financing method chosen, the farmer must 
be prepared to provide the following information: 
1) proforma income statements 
2) defined business plans 
3) listings of personal assets 
4) business returns from the past three years (if 
applicable) 
5) demand and yield projections (particularly for 
venture capitalists) 
In addition, the Small Business and Financial Services 
division of the Virginia Department of Economic Development 
is prepared to assist potential aquaculture farmer!!~ 'l'lith 
advice and counseling. They sponsor a growing number of small 
business development centers throughout the commonwealth that 
will assist prospective farmers in preparing the required 
statements, bu!i!iness planlil, and projection!!~. Th<!!!!lt!l officeli! 
will conduct 'I'Jeel<end training seminar<< em a variety of 
financial topic!!! (how to start a l::m!i!lne5B, finantJial and 
economic con!3iderations, etc.) should a numb~:~r of potential 
Boston, Richmond, 
News. Two additional c;mters are lilcheduled to open in weli!tern 
Virginia at a later date" Residents in Northern Virginia 
should use the small business development center at George 
Mason University. 
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One of the more significant responses to the restaurant 
survey walii! the strong indication of overall :finfish sales 
growth over the next :five years. This trend has been noted 
in recent marketing lii!tudies (Lipton and Swartz, 1988; Strand 
and Lipton, 1988), seafood journals (Seafood Business, 1989; 
NCRI News, 1989) and research papers (Helfrich, Libey and 
Neves, 1988). This appears to coincide with the perceptions 
of restaurants surveyed of increasingly health con!i!cious 
customers who are consuming lii!ubstantially more :fish as 
broiled/baked entreeliil. It al!i!o is believed to reflect a 
reduction in consumer demand :for lllhell:fisll, which could partly 
be the result of increased publicity of contaminated 
shell :fish. 
To emphasiz~:~ this possible tendency towards healthier 
eat.ing, a di.smHI!i!ion o:f dietary guidelin<t~s :from the 1988 
surgeon Glllneral '!I Report and their potentJ.al impact on finfish 
com~l!lllption hall! })een provided at App«mdi.x V. 
I:f tl:Lif:l trend continu01s and th® dem<lnd for flnf::h;h 
erocalate!ll a10 wild. ha:rve~:~t5 dimi.nimh, <\quacultured WJ<mfood ~~ill 
b'~cmne <m :lmportant mean;:; of r~upplying gl"m~ing consmntn' IH~<3ds, 
F<wed ~d th an incr@!asing f:lupply of i.mport<Jd aqm~cul t:u:nld 
soafood and dwi.ndlinsJ agl:"icultu:t"al £n"oduct.ion, Amo~:iea' s 
1!3 
farm~;~rs should b~;~ looking to fill this growing dem<md with 
domestically aquacultured products. 
study re~:~ul ts indicate that restaurant~:~ and whole!!alers 
share a high aquaculture familiarity rate and are already 
using a variety of aquacultured seafood product11--primarily 
shrimp, salmon, and catfish. over 94% of the restaurants and 
91% of the wholesalers responding indicated a preference for 
year-round finfish availability. Since one of aquaculture's 
strong pointlll is the ability to offer previously sli!asonali.zed 
seafood throughout the year, hybrid striped bass farmers could 
be in a position to capitalize on the opportunity to fulfill 
this year-round demand for finfish. In general, selling the 
concept of aquacultured seafood to potential buyers should not 
pose a major problem to seafood growers. 
Unfortunately, selling hybrid striped bass specifically 
may pose a problem since only 22% of the restaurants 
responding indicated they wer(ll familiar with hybrid l'ltriped 
bass. This lolfr familiarity rate ~ras all!lo found in a recent 
Unive;rfjlity of D®lawar® study (Wirth, 1989). D®spi.t® this lmr 
rat®, restaurant!'! :tmlic<>t®d <~ strong lfdllingnt<ss to offe:t· the 
product, part;lcularly given mor® infcn·nu1tion. On the other 
hand, ~Jholelilal®r!B appeared t:o feel the mlU'ket: demand ~"as not 
lilt:rcmg enough trJ merit t:he.l.r interelilt: at t:hl£l po:l.nt·,.~a 
pos~ilibl~' faeto:t' leading to th.,l.i.r poor su:t'V®Y r~Jlil[JD!11!lel, Thtw, 
qrmJegrs facing a mark.,t fam:tl.iar ~d th t:h<;l ~c:cmeept oJ' 
aquacuH:m:e nnd it!il inherent kJenefit:lil ~<ill have to pen%ltn'ltt~ 
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that market by cc:mvincing individual l:myl!lrs to purcha!'!e 
aquacultured hybrid striped bass. To do so will require a 
greatl!lr degree of marketing lilkills and relilources than the 
average fish farmer possesses. 
Despite the indication that restaurantlil purchase the bulk 
of their seafood product!'! from wholeii!alers, 70% appeared to 
prefer the option of buying hybrid striped baslil directly from 
the grower. This willingness on the part of restaurant!'! to 
purchase directly from the grower agreed with findings by 
Wirth (1988) and with personal interviews conducted in the 
Williamsburg area (Appendix III). 
Restaurant· comments indicate that buyer!!! feel they can 
obtain a greater degree of control over finfish quality and 
establish purchase prices by contracting directly with the 
grower. Since high margin is a major factor that would 
encourage restaurants to offer hybrid striped bass, 
eliminating the middleman in establishing purchase prices 
would be to the advantage of both buyer and seller. 
While restaurants indicated that guarantee(! supply ~muld 
b<' the second ma:Jt'r factcn: <'1!ncouraging them to purchat;;e hybrid 
striped basi!!, it: WcUl also the facto:~;~ that caus@ld them the most 
concern in contracting with a single grower. !!'or exampl®, a 
restaurant. that: mhJht contract '011 th a grower for 10, 000 poundrl 
tJt! bass annually \WUld actually requh"181 ah1pm<mt in E~mall lcJts 
tJn a ~1eekly ba!li£l, HeE;tau:t'<mts primar:U.y fy,·c~toh (tmt 
fr<nen) fish; aml ®JV<;~n if they dicl s®JrV®J frm':<iln, mm1t lack t:h<l 
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facilitiel:l to store large quantities of any o11e product. They 
want to be assured that the individual grower with whom they 
contract can guarante® weekly shipm®nts of th® size and 
quantity demanded. As a result, potential hybrid striped bass 
growers will have to weigh their farm limitationll! against 
customer requirements before e:nbarldng on any direct 
contract~!!. Growers should be prepared to meet requirements 
once they enter th® contract. 
Survey results indicate the existence of two distinct size 
marlcetl:l for hybrid striped bass, one for fish under two pounds 
and the second for fish weighing three pounds and over. Size 
appears to be dependent upon the preferred purchase form: 
fillet, panfish or steaked. This b particularly true of 
those restaurants that could not give a precise size because 
they lacked familiarity with the speciel:l--indicating instead 
"lvhatever size ~lill guarantee a fillet in the s-10 ounce 
range." This means that potential hybrid striped bass farmer.:; 
must be prepared to supply a variety of sizelll. Far~ers will 
not only have to decide 1¥hether to g:t·ow hybrid striped hass 
using tank or pond .:;tructur!'ls (or ~Joth), hut they will aJ.tw 
In the lattc~r 
cas€!, larg1~r fililh :t•equJ.re a longer growJ.ng cyclo, Gansing an 
initial dalay of profits. 
Prefe:;;·red restaurant form indicat{l!\l t:hat hybr.id EJb:ip&!d 
hi1Ss (jnJI'lenl mu;;;t contend with the pr!!p:coce~~lfling requin:noents 
of thedt· c:U.ent:s. 'I'h:!J~ ~Jill .invol VIii tlu~ added ovet·head ot: 
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additional employ®les and/or machines designed specifically for 
the fish industry or will require that processing be done on 
a contractual basis. 
Once again, fa:t"ll!ers must !mow their market and be prepared 
to satisfy its needs on a continuing basis. 
A distinct difference between wholesaler and restaurant 
responses was found in the perception of market competition. 
Wholesalers listed wild striped bass and bluefish/sea trout 
as tile top two competitors, and restaurants listed salmon and 
flounder--coincidentally their top two finfish offerings. 
With seafood markets facing a potentially restricted or 
limited supply of flounder, substitution of hybrid striped 
bass for flounder could be a logical choice given comparable 
pricing and guaranteed supply. However, with the growing 
numlo<:~r of aquacultured salmon fal!lllo, substitution of hybrid 
striped bass for salmon should become less dependent upon 
supply and more dependent upon price and customer perceptions. 
In essence, if hybrid striped bass are perceived as being 
the traditional bland, flaky finfish consu~ers are accustomed 
to and Lf. re01taurants fjan gen®rat<~ a high profit margin, 
hybrid !ilt:r.·ipeci ba[ila g:n>wer[il [ilr!Ould m®et with <<cceptcmc® of 
th®ir product. on the other hanc!, long-t~n:1!l a(~ceptam~e o!' 
hybrid 11triped b<ws by wholesalers co::mld b® adversely «ffected 
if: the captu:t'E! of ~Tile! st~:·iped kJaSFJ oncE! a9ain bE!comes 
feasible. 
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Price and volume po~e yet another problem for the 
prospect! ve hybrid striped ba~s farmer. As indicated ®arlier, 
a restaurant may contract directly with a grower for a large 
amount of fish but will not want all of the product at on® 
tim®--preferring to receive it weekly in small lots. 
R®staurants indicated that th®y purchase from 1, ooo to 
35,000 pounds of finfish per year. Th® overall averag® wa~ 
24,000 pounds per r®~taurant p®r year. Sal®~ of hybrid 
strip®d bass would not be expected to exceed 5,000 pounds per 
year per restaurant, particularly given the low awarene~s 
levels for hybrid striped bass. Available information 
indicates a price of $1.76-$2.88 must be received to break 
even for a farm producing 109, 000 pounds of hybrid striped 
bass. At that rate and assuming annual contracts of 5,000 
pound~ per restaurant, a grower should plan on marketing to 
22 restaurants. Given a price of $3.00 and production cost 
of $2. 88 per pound, annual sales of nearly 105, 000 pounds 
would be required to break even. 
Fortunately for prospective hybrid striped bass growers, 
liltudy results 1ndic<~.te that seafood ~ale~ ~hould not b~' 
l.imited strictly to ~{~afood restaur:ant.~. Althouqh these 
restatu·ants quite naturally have the highest overall seaf:oml 
purchasca volm1ue, a l'lign.ificant markt1!t appcaar!i! to ®ld.r,J1: outsidfl 
the seafoocl :t:·ealm--partic:ularly in thos® ref:ltam:ants offed.nCJ 
nouveau cu:i.s.imil. 'rlms, potent .tal hybrid striped bass ft1r1norl~ 
should l1ave th€1 t)pt.ion to ll\1!:L"ket th<i!ir rn:oduct: to !l10:1;'€l than 
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one t11eqment of the restaurant industcy--provi.ded they can meet 
a variety of size, form, and shipping requirements. 
In general, the successful finfish farmer will be one who 
can target a market, study its needs, and be flexible enough 
to meet those needs with reliability and a consistently high 
quality product. 
Prior to disscussing any r~comm~ndations, two issues n~ed 
to be discuss~d. These involv~: 
1) s~~d stock availability and cost 
2) eJdsting laws and r~gulatic:ms7 
A successful hybrid striped bass facility re~1ires a 
guaranteed and consistent supply of high ~ality, reasonably 
priced seed stock and an atuosphere conduciv~ to sales. At 
present, a reliable supply of seed stock is not available, 
primarily b~cause its development is a highly regulated 
proc~dur~. In addition, laws and regulations governing the 
a~aculture and sale of hybrid striped bass are inconsistent 
and vary from state to state. 
If the Commonwealth is serious in its commitment to 
providing alternate crops for farmer!il and in omcouraging new 
industries, it must help insure th&t Virginia's aquaculture 
7Aqu<wultu:nl ~~a<;Ja:d.nlil, "Acruacultur<:~ of str·iped BasE> and 
ItE' Hyln'lds :tn Nm:t:h l\merlc:a", Smi tl1, 'I'hecxlrn:os1 I. ,r. , 
1938. 
"Yeti!"; hot>Jever, there are qualifications. 
At one time, wild striped bass were a staple in restaurants 
along the Eastern Seaboard. Unfortunately, that was over ten 
years ago. The restaurant industry is noted for its high 
turnover rate. It is not unreasonable to assume that many of 
today' s restaurant owners and chefs have never heard of, 
eaten, prepared, or served striped bass. This translates into 
low customer awareness. 
Thus, while research indicates there is a potential marlcet 
for hybrid striped bass, it also indicates that this market 
will require extensive, arduous work on thi'! part of potential 
growers and state officials. All recommendations are, 
therefore, based upon that premise. 
1. Provide Infot~ation. Potential growers should have 
access to a wide variety of current data prior to 
committing time and money to a start-up venture. The 
State should develop a comprehensive information 
packet including current data on: start-up costs; 
comparisonfil of pond structures; environmental issues; 
"How 'l'o" brochures on raising hybrid striped ba!!ls, 
building appropriate structures, and developing 
appropriate markets; financial and economic 
inform11tion including business development, financial 
assistance, training ass.l.liltancl'!; I!!Vailable r®ae<uo·ch 
art:i.cleajpublicati.ona; and lists of indiv:tduals, 
in!ltH:ut.l.o:tllil, or gov'"nunent offiLJe!il that can assist 
proaplilcti ve :fa:;;·mers. A sampllil layout of thi.lil packet 
ha~1 !:JG:~en f\u·ni.shed to the Department of Ag:dcul ture. 
2. l'ro::nridfll Ine<~~ut:l'\I'G~a. Hesearch indica tea that offering 
financial asr~istance .in the form of stat€! bad<ed 
loam1, ®tc:., dmea not always px:ovide the .l.mpetu.::l 
necessary to develop a financi.1!1ly sucocer~2ful 
bt.wine:!:!a, S:!.nce it i£1 impo:;;·tant f. en:: the Comraom;ealth 
to 2how their support fo:t· aquaculture l?au:1U€!x::fll, tlu3 
Stat:® might E!Upply the in.l.tial lf3t;~rt~·up Bupply of 
f:.l.nger:U.nglil onco 11 prosp~lct:ive fcU'tiV3r has built the 
apropriate facility. In <>ddition, t:h111 ComroomJ<3altll 
could off<:n: bacldnq of tl11il typc1 offerod undo!:' the 
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Virginia's Finest Program. Research indicates that 
buyers would respond positively to this sign of good 
faith and that Virginia is contemplating such backing 
for aquacultured catfish. A pamphlet explaining the 
Virginia's Finest Program should be included in the 
information paclcet discussed in Reco!lm:ttimdation 1. 
3. Target a Market. study results and research indicate 
that restaurants und :.etail sales outlets offer the 
most feasible markets at present. Restaurants 
anticipate long-term finfish sales growth, are 
familiar with aquacultured products, and are 
interested in offering hybrid striped bass. 
Restaurants in New llorlt, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 
and Virginia evinced the highest degree of hybrid 
striped bass familiarity and the most willingness to 
offer hybrid striped bass in the future. These four 
states should be considered as strong, initial 
targets for poten',;iill ;;rowers, if :shipping and 
processing arrangements for out-of-state are not pro-
hibitive. In addition, retail sales outlets must be 
considered as a market even though they were not 
surveyed in this study. 
4. create a Demand. Given the low awareness level for 
hybrid striped bass, consumer demand will have to be 
piqued before the product begins to "sell itself". 
To this end, the Commonwealth, research institutions, 
and current hybrid striped bass growers should work 
together to bring the product to the public's 
attention. This involves getting media interest, 
advertising in trade magazines, providing taste tests 
and sample testing of the.product, and offering price 
incentives to restaurants and retail establishments 
on a first-time purchase basis. 
5. Develop a Market strategy. To do this, the grower 
must establish a reasonable geographic servicing area 
and then determine the needs of the retiltaurants 
and/or retail establishments within that area. once 
th®s® need>~ are establh>hed, the grower mul!lt deter~ 
mine wh.ich of them (.if ;;my) hil!l or her f<wHity c<m 
support and than prepare to fill those needs 
consistently and reliably. 
6, !?rovil1e Addi tion11.l R®!HiHlreh. At~ in any start~up 
venture, the amount of current inJ?ormation available 
is limit®d and often contradictory. Additional areas 
that m!!lr:it further t·esearch involvl!l t,hl!l following: 
a) J'LlJ;;_e an(;'L~~Qs:l;"J~j;,;[qc;;j;: i V~J:L~!!!li!, A>~ dis em;; sed 
aarller, a small 1'Wale production I:JasB facillt"y must, 
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sell 109,000 pounds of product y®arly at a price of 
$1.76-$2.88 per pound to break even. Since the 
purpose of having a business is to make a profit, and 
since it is highly unlikely that growers will get 
more than $3.00 per pound on their initial sales, 
researchers and growers should work together to 
discover a more cost effective method of designing a 
facility that will lower production costs. 
b) Additional Market3. It is not unreasonable to 
assume that with an increased number of hybrid 
striped bass growers, capturing significant market 
share will become increasingly difficult. Therefore, 
research on potential sales markets in the Midwest 
should be conducted. California growers are 
apparently already marketing sunshine Bass through 
the Chicago markets, and initial research indicates 
midwesterners are enthusiastic consumers of seafood, 
particularly in restaurants. Exploring the wholesale 
market in this region could give Virginia growers the 
chance to create demand among an another group of 
seafood users. 
c) Alternative Products. Although this study dealt 
primarily with hybrid striped bass, it is apparent 
that the issue of aquaculture in general will become 
increasingly important in the future. successful 
aquaculture ventures will be found in a variety of 
areas, and the Commonwealth should continue their 
work on determining which of these will be most 
beneficial to Virginia farmers. 
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APPENDIX I 
CONFIDENTIAL 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
AND 
BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
1) Is your restaurant primarily ... ? (Please check only on0 response) 
a) Seafood __ ~ d) Specialty __ 
b) Steak__ e) Other (Please specify) __________ _ 
c) Ethnic __ _ 
If you checked seafood, what do you primarily offer? (Please checl< only one response) 
a) Finfish __ b) Shellfish __ 
2) Which best describes your restaurant? (Please chock only one response) 
a) Independently Owned __ 
b) Family Owned 
c) Chain (Local) 
d) Chain (Regional) 
e) Chain (National) 
3) Do you offer finfish in your restaurant? 
Yes __ No __ lf no, please skip to Question 6 
4) From which of the following does your restaurant obtain finfish? (Check all that apply) 
a) Direct from boat 
b) Direct Aquaculture 
c) Direct Other (Please specify)• ________________ _ 
d) Retailer 
e) Wholesaler 
f) Own Facilities (Please specify). ___ _ 
g) Other (Please specifYL~------------
Of the above, list by letter the one you consider to be your t>rlmery finfish source?~-
5) Are your finfisl1 entrees primarily ... ? (Please check only on®) 
a) Year r~ound~~ 
6) Are you familiar witll aquacultured (farm raised/controlled) seafood? 
No 
7) Have you evor served aquacultured seafood? 
Yes No Do Not l<novc ___ ~-
If yos, what typo of aquacultured seafood did you offer? (Please check all that apply) 
a) Aquacultured Shrimp 
b) Aquaculturod Salmon 
c) AquaciJitured Catfish 
d) Aquacultured Hybrid Striped Bass (Sunshine Bass) 
e) Othor (Please 
PLEASE CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
_(1·4) 
Ploa.so Do Not 
WrHe in This 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Space 
24 . -
8) If you do not offer aquacultured products now, would you offer them in the future? 
Yes __ No~-- Do Not Know_~ 
9) Are you familiar with l1Ybrid striped bass (a fresh-water white bass and wild striped bass cross)? 
Yes __ No_~ 
t o) Would you consider offering hybrid striped bass in the future? 
Yes __ Would Consider (Need More Information) __ No_~ 
11 ) What factors would encourage your restaurant to offer hybrid striped bass? (Please 
check all that apply) 
a) High Margin (difference between prices received and prices paid) 
b) Guaranteed and predictable supply 
c) Size of Fish 
d) Available in all seasons 
e) High Expected Sales 
f) Customer Requests 
g) State/GovernmenVIndustry Sales Promotion 
h) Pollution Content Control 
i) Other (Please specify) ____________________ _ 
1 2) Of the above, please list by letter your top two factors. 
1 ) 
2) ---
1 3) If you offer finfish, what typo do you offer? (Please check all that apply) 
a) Wild Striped Bass 
b) Salmon 
c) Catfish 
d) Redfish (Red Drum) 
e) Flounder 
f) Cod/Haddocii/Pollock 
g) Hybrid Striped Bass (Sunshine Bass) 
h) Fresh Water Trout 
i) Bluefish and/or Sea Trout 
j) Other (Please sp€rcify)~~~~~-~~~~-C~~~~-c~~-~~c~-~~--~~-~~.~~c~---~~~-~-~---
25 
26 
27 
26 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
36 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
Of the above, list by letter the one you consider to be your pl'lmary finfish offering?~~- 49 
1 4) Of 1110 abovo solections, please indicate by letter t11e thre® (3) species that you fool offer tho 
greatest competition to hybrid striped bass. 
1 ) 
2) c--~~~­
:J) -~~~·-
1 5) Do you (or would you) contract to buy hybrid striped bass directly from the grower? 
Do Wo11ld~ Would Not (If not, wl1y 
PLEASE CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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1 6) What size of hybrid striped bass would you prefer to buy? (Check all that apply) 
a) Under 2 Pounds 
b) 3 Pounds 
c) Over 3 Pounds 
d) Other (Please specify) ____________________ _ 
Of the above choices, list by letter the one you would most prefer? __ 
1 7) What is your preferred product form for hybrid striped bass? (Please check only on") 
a) Whole__ c) Headed and Gutted__ e) Steaked __ 
b) Headed Only__ d) Filleted__ f) Other (Please specify) __ 
1 8) What would you pay par pound for hybrid striped bass? (Please check only one) 
a) $1.50·$2.00__ c) $2.51·$3.00 e) $4.01·$5.00 __ 
b) $2.01·$2.50__ d) $3.01·$4.00 __ 
1 9) How would the price you pay for hybrid striped bass be determined? (Please check only one) 
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a) Individual Negotiation 61 
b) New York/Fulton Market 
c) Other Central Market 
d) Other (Please specify) ____________________ _ 
2 0) Please indicate the approximate annual volume of finfish purchased by your restaurant. 
Pounds ________________ ___ 
.... 'CUSTOMER 
21) What is the average age of your customers? (Please check only one) 
a) 18-25 __ c) 35-44 e) 55-64 62 
b) 26·34 __ d) 45·54 f) 65+ 
22) What is tho average income bracket of your customers? (Please chock only ona) 
a) $0-$14,999 ___ , c) $25,000-$34,999 __ e) $50,000·$64,999 __ 63 
b) $15,000·$24,999 _______ _ d) $35,000-$49,999 __ f) $65,000+ __ ~ 
2 3) Are your customers primarily ... ? (Please check anly on®.) 
a) Single Female_________ b) Single Male~---- c) Couples __ ~ d) Families __ ~-- 64 
2 41 Which of tho following consumer groups do you actively target? (Please check all that apply) 
a) Singles ss 
b) Married ss 
c) Families 
d) Groups 
e) Tourists 
f 1 Local Residents 
g) Senior Citizens 
h) Other (Please 
Of the above, list by Iotter tho orH! you consider to be your primary target? .. 
PLEASE CONTINUE ON NEXT PAGE 
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68 
69 
70 
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72 . 
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2 5) Which adjoctivo(s) would bast categorize your customers? (Please check all that apply) 
a) Price Conscious 
b) Status Conscious 
c) Weight Conscious 
d) Health Conscious 
e) Other (Please Specify) ____________ _ 
Which one of the above would you consider to be your primary categorization? __ 
2 6) Given a choice, my customers would rather have.... (Please check only one response) 
a) Commercially captured finfish (wild catch) 
b) Aquaculturally produced finfish (farm raised) 
c) Do not know or is not applicable 
2 7) Do your customers today appear to be more diet and health conscious than they were 
five years ago? 
Yes No __ Do Not Know __ 
2 8) Your customers would most prefer ... ? (Please check only one response) 
a) Fried Fisl1 
b) Broiled or Balled Fish 
c) Health-Related Recipes (low cholesterol, low/reduced calorie, low sodium) 
d) Specialty Recipes (nouveau cuisine, Cajun, mesquite grilling) 
29) In the last five years, have your sales of seafood ... ? (Please check only one response) 
a) Substantially Increased__ d) Slightly Decreased __ 
b) Slightly Increased__ e) Substantially Decreased __ 
c) Remained the Same __ 
30) In the last five years, have your sales of finfish ... ? (Please check only one response) 
a) Substantially Increased__ d) Slightly Decreased_· _ 
b) Slightly Increased__ e) Substantially Decreased __ 
c) Remained the Same __ 
31) In the last five years, have your sales of shellfish ... ? (Please check only one response) 
a) Substantially Increased__ d) Slightly Decreased __ 
b) Slightly Increased__ e) Substantially Decreased __ 
c) Remained the Same~.-
3 2) Over the noxt five years, in which of the below listed categories do you expect your seafood 
sales to grow the most? (Please check only ono) 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
b) Shellfish -· 86 
3 3) What is your Zip Codo? 
THIS CONCLUDES OUR SURVEY 
Please place your cornpleted questionm;:ire in the enclosed se/f"addressed, postagt9~ 
paicl envelop~J and return it to the Bureau of Business Rese£1rch as inciicated. 
rHANK YOU f:OR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION. 
APPENDIX II 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY 
VIRGINIA INSTITUTE OF MARINE SCIENCE 
AND 
BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH 
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
1 ) Do you primarily sail. ... ? (Please check only one) 
a) Finfish__ b) Shellfish __ 
2) To whom do you sell finfish? (Please check oil that apply) 
a) Other Wholesalers 
b) Direct to restaurants or hotels 
c) In-House Retail 
d) Retail Other 
e) Other (Please specify) ____________________ _ 
Of the above customer groups, which ono purchases the most finfish? __ 
3) Does your company purchase finfish ... ? (Please fill in all that apply) 
In-State (Please indicate which state) 
Nationally (Please indicate from where) 
Internationally (Please indicate from where) 
4) From which of the following does your company obtain finfish? (Check all that apply) 
a) Own Fleet 
b) Other Fleet 
c) Other Wl1olesaler 
d) Aquaculture Direct (grower to you) 
e) Aquaculture Indirect (grower to middleman to you) 
f ) Own Aquaculture Facilities 
g) Other (Please specify) 
5) Are your finfish sales primarily ... ? (Please check only one) 
a) Year round_~- b) Seasonal (indicate months)~--~~ 
6) If your finfish sales are seasonal, would you prefer to be able to sell year round? 
Yes No Do Not Cara __ 
7) Are you familiar with aquacultured (farm raised/controlled) seafood? 
Yes No 
8) If you sell aquacultured products, please check all of tho aquacultured products that you soil. 
a) Aquacultured Sl1rimp 
b) Aquaculturod Salmon 
c) Aquacultured Catfish 
d) Aquacultured Hybrid Striped Bass (Sunshine Bass) 
r;) Other (Please specify)~~--~~~--~-~~-----------~---~---~~~-----~------·- ~ 
Of th<J above selections, list by latter which on® accounts for H1e moat sales?_~--
_(1-4) 
Please Do Not 
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9} What percent of your total sales volume is accounted for by aquacultured products? 
(Please checl< only ono} 
a} o __ c) 11-20%_~ o) Greater than 30% __ 31 
b) Up to 10%~ d) 21-30% __ 
1 o} If you do not sell aquacultured products, do you plan to sell them In the future? 
Yes __ No __ Do Not Know __ 32 
1 1 } Are you familiar with hybrid striped bass (a fresh-water white bass and wild striped bass cross}? 
Yes__ No__ 33 
1 2} Do you sell hybrid striped bass? 
Yes__ No__ 34 
1 3} If you do sell hybrid striped bass, where do you sell them (Checl< all that apply)? 
a) Delaware 35 
b) Maryland 36 
c) Virginia 37 
d) New York 38 
e) New Jersey 39 
f) District of Columbia 40 
g) Internationally (Please indicate where) 41 
h) Other (Please specify) 42 
Of the above selections list by letter the one area that accounts for the most sales? __ 
1 4) What factors would encourage your company to do so? (Please check all that apply) 
a) High Margin (difference between prices received and prices paid) 
b) Guaranteed and predictable supply 
c) Size of Fish 
d} Available in all seasons 
d} High Expected Sales 
e} Customer Request 
f} State/Government/Industry Sales Promotion 
g) Pollut'ron Content Control 
g) Other (Pioasg specify)~~----~-"----------------
1 5} Of the abovo, list by latter your top two factors. 1 ) 
2) 
1 6) Do you consider r1ybrid striped bass to rY<> primarily.... (Please checl< only one) 
1 7) Which of the following species would you consider as competitors for hybrid striped bass? 
(Please checl< all that apply) 
a} None 
b) Wild Striped Bass 
c) Salmon 
d) Catfisl1 
o) 1'1edfish (F1ed Drum} 
f} Flounder 
g) Cod/Haddockil'ollocl\ 
h) Fresh Water Trout 
i) Bluefish and/or Soa Trout 
j) Other Finfish (Pioaso 
PLEASE CONfiNUL' ON NEXT PAGE 
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t 8) Of the selections in Question 17, please indicate by letter the three (3) species you feel offer the 
greatest competition to hybrid striped bass. 
1) 66 
2) 67 
3) 68 
t 9) Do you (or would you) contract to buy a specific quantity of hybrid striped bass on a continuing basis? 
Already Do __ Would Consider __ No __ lf no, why not? ________ _ 
2 0) What size(s) of hybrid striped bass would you buy? (Check all that apply) 
a) Under 2 Pounds 
b) 2 Pounds 
c) 3 Pounds 
d) Over 3 Pounds 
e) Other (Please specify) ___________________ _ 
Of the above choices, list by letter the one you would most prefer? __ 
2t ) Would you pay more per pound for larger sized hybrid striped bass? 
Yes (Please specify size/price), _____ _ No __ 
22) Given the following purchase prices, indicate your minimum selling prices and the minimum 
quantity you would be willing to purchase per week. 
Purchase prjce 1$/lb\ 
1.00 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 
5.00 
6.00 
Sales Price l$i!b\ Minimum Ouaotitx !Pounds\ 
2 3) How would the price you pay for hybrid striped bass be determined? (Please check only onm) 
69 
70 
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a) Individual Negotiation 77 
b) New York/Fulton Market 78 
c) Other Central Market 79 
d) . Other (Please specify) 80 
2 4) Please indicate the approximate annual volume of finfish sales for your company. 
$ Pounds~-~~~--~-~---
2 5) What is your Zip Code? 
THIS CONCLUDES OUR SURVEY 
PLEASE PLACE YOUR COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE IN TI--1E ENCLOSED SEl-F-ADDRESSED, POSTAGE·PAID 
ENVELOPE AND F1ETURN IT TO THE BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH. 
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING FURTHER INFORMATION ON AQUACULTURED HYBRID STRIPED BASS, 
PU'ASE COV!Pl.ETE AND MAIL T/1E ENCLOSED POSTCN?D. 
THANK YOU f"OR YOUR TIME AND COOPERATION. 
APPENDIX III 
Preliminary research in the Williamsburg area was 
conducted to augment survey data by adding in-depth 
information via personal interviews. Restaurants were 
chosen on the basis of variety and target market and ranged 
from a college dining facility to a gourmet French 
restaurant. The interviews were conducted on-site with the 
buying agents for each restaurant. Buying agents varied 
from establishment owners to head chefs. (In some 
instances, these were synonymous.) In the case of the 
college facility, the buying power rested with a corporate 
headquarters whose resources were also used to locate 
wholesalers. Chain and privately owned restaurants, on the 
other hand, tended to let the buying power rest in the hands 
of the executive chef, 
Intfl!rvieweG!Is were asked questions relating to their 
individual requirements for finfish purchasing, particularly 
th!'!S® qul'!stic:ml!l wll!re gt·ouped into on® of four spii!cJ"flc 
c~at®gorillls: 
l) nllled for preprocel!lsing 
2) preferred shipping form 
3) price range, and 
4) preferred weight 
l'l'llllproe!lllf!ll!l:l.nq 
Thill need for preprocillll!lfllinq finfiah was dependent upon 
restaurant type, menu variance, and cu111tomer demographics. 
The smaller restaurants had no need for preprocessing, 
pref1111rring to prepare thilll fish themselves. Larger 
restaurants appeared to require some preprocessed fish 
primarily in the winter months, while th1111 college dining 
facility and fast-food estal:llislment requir1111d a breaded, 
frozen product. The issue of seasonality was raised in all 
of the interviews, and availability of fresh finfish was 
critical for all restaurants, except those buying the 
breaded, frozen product. 
Prllllfilllrrillld Sh:l.pp:l.nq ~ora 
The r1111quirements for shipping wer1111 less varied. With 
the exception of the fast food restaurant and college 
facility, all other intervieweelll wanted their finfish fresh, 
not frozen. Those that prefer fresh fish al111o prefer to 
have the fish eith1111r headed, gutted and 111caled or filleted. 
Those preferring larg1111r fish prefer them whole for steaks. 
One purcha111ing agent for a larg1111 r1111staurant network 
indicatfild a pr<!id~<!lrenca for hilllad-on fil!lh in orda:t· to ch1111ck 
thO! age of th@il fish. Sinca t111111 restaurant~> I!IU:t4!eyed have 
limited liltorage space and prafer to offet' a fresh, unfrozen 
pn>duct, purc!1asel!l would b<i! made em a w~<i!ldy ba111.is and not 
J.n V<JltUil~, 
Pl!::l.€iJCII 
ThCII pricCII rangC~~ each rC~~~taurant would b® willing to pay 
for hybrid ~tripCild ba~~ appearCild to be d®pendent upon 
restaurant typ® and size. For example, restaurants catering 
to high-income customer~ or those doing high volume business 
indicated they were willing to pay more than those catering 
to lower income cu~tomers or doing lower volume business. 
The average price range wa~ between $3.00 to $8.00 per 
pound, with one interviewee going as high as $10 per pound 
for fillets. Prices were contingent upon product quality 
and availability. 
we:l.qht 
The requirement~ in terms of preferred weight per fish 
were fairly homogeneous. In general, r®staurants preferred 
a fish weighing b®twe®n three and fiv® pounds, with larger 
fish preferred for steaking purposes. Since few of those 
interviewed had used hybrid striped bass, this pound 
requirement wa!J based upon similar bland tasting finfish and 
is the expected average weight for flounder, cod, haddock, 
pollock, and other~. 
C©-®llllts 
In gen€ilral, those restaurant!> intl!lrviewed exp:t'essed an 
intl!!r®st in trying hybrid striped baBs, although ~:~ome had 
1 imi ted to no ®lli:po:n:ienc® ~•i th aquacul turll!d sll!afood products. 
Without ell:cept.ion interviewe®s w®rli'l in favor of buyinq 
directly from thlll g:r.·owlllr, pred.ic;ated upon rec<!liv.inq a 
reliable supply of consistently high-quality product. 
Despite the fact that Williamsburg restaurants cater to 
tourists, many feel they derive their reputation from 
residents and are extremely conscious of offering 
consistently high-quality menu items throughout the year. 
APPENDIX IV 
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Initial research indicatellil two ballilic alternatives to 
secure financing for lliltart-up costs for a Hybrid Striped Bass 
farm: 
l) Banking/Savings loans 
2) Venture capital 
~~nkinq an4 Qmvingp L9anp 
Banks and savings and loan institutions are noted for 
beinq very conservative. Therefore, a start-up business will 
have to pass stringent tests to secure a bank or savings loan. 
General Opinion! 
The qeneral opinion from the banking side is that a 
Hybrid Striped Bass venture is risky1 no precedence has 
been set for a successful Hybrid Striped Bass farm. If 
financing is to be qranted, most likely complete 
personal collateral would have to baclt the loan ( ie. 
land, home). 
Banlts are concern<ild with the ability and the length of 
time it would take to repay a loan. Although the 
appreciation of equity i!i! important, ban!{S ar<~ not 
primarily interested in this. They want guarantees of 
repaymGtmt. Questions that banlts are concerned with are 
the following: 
1) Is there a demand for tiM! product? 
2) ~lhat ar® the yi®ldsct 
3) can disease wip® out the crop? 
4) What, if 11ny, ar® th® gov®rnment 
9U1!riintees? 
In order to secure a loan from a bank or savings 
institution potential candidates should be prepared to 
provide the following information: 
1) Proforma income statements 
2) Defined business plan 
3) Listinq of personal assets 
4) If applicable, the past three years of 
business returns 
5) Demand and yield projections 
A strong quick ratio, farmer's equity, cash flow, and a 
personal relationship with the bank are additional 
factors in increasing the probability of securing a 
bank loan. 
One major banking institution showed interest in the 
project. Their concerns were appreciation and 
experience in the field. Negative cash flow at the 
start of the project would not end the chances for a 
loan. The farmer's background, selling experience, and 
business prowess could offset any weakness in the 
financial numbers. In addition, this particular bank 
had a Capital Markets Department that could possibly 
handle a private equity placement. 
Another Bank conveyed the 
conservative institution. 
borrower relationship and 
securing a loan. 
fact that they are a 
They would emphasize 
related business as keys to 
Another major bank would only finance as much as 50% of 
the total need on a $100,000 loan. The loan would have 
to be fully secured. 
Another major Virginia b<mk sut;mesttlld th® beiiiit chance 
for· a loan would bGE~ through ventur® capital. 
A fifth ban!,; stressed thlll import<mce of collateral. 
One of th<lir branches had a portfolio of water~loans. 
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The best chance of securing a loan for the average 
person probably does not lie in the hands of the 
conservative banking establishments. 
At the venture capital level, the concerns were the 
appreciation of equity, farm~u: (I!Xperienclll, and product demand. 
A large emphasis is placed on equity appreciation. 
Gll!nerlil Opinions 
The large brokerage houses were not interested in 
financing the operations because the loan amounts were 
too small. They do have contacts, however, that could 
be interested if a concrete deal was put together. 
More local venture capitalists can be contacted thru 
local banking officers, CPA firms, and law firms. 
These firms have clients who are potential sources of 
capital. 
~equirea Informations 
The same information that is needed by banks would be 
needed by the venture capitalists. Demand and 
expansion information are particularly important since 
the venture capitalists are mainly speculators. 
In genl!lral, the be~Jt possibility for financing appears 
to be the venture capitali~Jts, They arl!l less risk 
advl!lrsl!l, lind would be morlll willing to llllnd money to 
stllrt-up business, as opposed to banks, The cost, 
11owev¢llr, would be grl!latl!lr if th® l'usin!l!s!il i!! 
SUCCI!lSSfUl, 
APPENDIX V 
Growing health awareness and an aging population have led 
to an increased emphasis on nutrition and diet in the United 
State~. In general, the public i~ becoming increasingly 
educated and aware to the dangers of poor eating habits in 
terms of calories, sodium, cholesterol, saturated fat, and 
sugar. 
As a result, Americans are beginning to change their 
eating habits towards maintenance and as a preventive 
mea~ure against di~ease. To this end, the United State's 
Surgeon General's Report of 1988 addresses many of these 
issues and makes ~uggestions as to how to remedy health 
problems and maintain good health. 
The major issue raised i!i! health, and nutrition points in 
the direction of changing eating habits. For many people 
this meanii! a move towards eating foods that are low in 
!i!odium, cholest®rol, and saturated fat. For others it mo<mfJ 
heightllln<!!d awaJ:Illlll'l!'l!ll of sugar and calorie level~:~ tn order to 
mtflintain desirable wdght levels. 
'I'he finfir~h !tla:t·k~:~t 1.:~ in a po!'lition cap.itaU.ze on tlwse 
f'!ec;tor!'l of tlul population that; <U:e becom.ing lncreas.ingly 
health (~onsc.ious. T!H!l Dletary Gu.idellne!li'l fm: Amo~·ic<ms, as 
outlin®d by tho Sm:gecm G~meral' s Re!port, and their t\ffects 
on the market for finfish (where applicable) are as follows: 
l) Eat a variety of foods. 
The average A:il!erican does not eat fish as a daily 
dietary staple. The factors contributing to this 
are problems with storage, preparation, and purchase 
availability. Consumption of fish adds versatility to 
the diet and reduces intake of those dietary components 
that can increase the risk of chronic disease. 
2) Maintain a desirable weight. 
Approximately 34 million people (25% of the A:il!erican 
population) are obese. Finfish are a low calorie 
alternative to traditional high calorie entrees. This 
is important for those who lead a less active 
lifestyle, as well as for the older population whose 
physical well-being is contingent upon weight reduction 
or maintenance. 
3) Avoid too much fat, saturated fat, and cholesterol. 
The intake of fat and cholesterol is imp.)rtant when 
considering meats as a protein source in the daily 
diet. Finfish provide substantially lower levels of 
fat than those of other meats. Finfish usually have 
fat levels lower. than 5% and no higher than 15% while 
other sources of protein are substantially higher 
(steak 37%, pork 21%). 
Finfish ar® a11!1o low~:~r in lilaturated fats than the cited 
protein lilources. This is a crucial factor for those 
concerned with the risk of heart attack. More than 60 
million A:il!ericams have blood cholesterol le:wels that 
at'® too high, and risk management of chronic heart 
dbeas® il!l becoming increasingly important. 
4) Eat ad~E~qctate llltarch and fUJe:t·. 
N/A to tinfilllh. 
Fillfi!fih hav<!l low to no suga~: l®V@llfil. Th:l.i!! if!! h@Jlpful to 
thOt'!El who ar® try:l.ng to reduc® th®ir t>u~1ar intak<!l en: 
whc} are em sug;u: I'@Jtlltr icted di®ts. 
6) Avoid tt'o much !llod1um. 
l~ost frlil£~h f1wh contain low amcmnt~J of sod:.lurn, :nmg:.lng 
from 60~1CHl mi.llig:t·am~J pililr 100 gram!ll ( 3. 5 mmcEJ!ll) of 
raw fish. Sodium levels are important to those with 
high blood pressure or water retention problems. 
7) If you drink alcoholic beverages, do so in moderation. 
1) High prot®in leveh. 
Finfish offers high protein and low calorie levels. A 
single serving of fish can provide a large portion of 
daily protein needs. 
2) Vitamins and Minerals, 
Finfish are a good source of B vitamins and minerals 
and contain high iron levels that are crucial to the 
proper health and qro~rth of children, adolescents, and 
women of child-bearing years. 
3) Digestibility. 
High quantities of easily digestible food proteins are 
desirable for older consumers who are under dietary 
control or who suffer from digestive problems. 
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